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ENGLISH : WORKSHEET ON TENSE
(Use the correct forms of the verbs given in the bracket below)
1- We ------ our grandmother every year.(visit)
2- I --------- for Mumbai tonight. (leave)
3- He --------- that he had nothing to add. (say)
4- I ------ these shoes for a year. (have)
5- When I ----- the station, the train had already-------. (reach,leave)
6- The patient ------ before the doctor-------. (die,arrive)
7- I ------the programme for two hours when my father switched the television off.(watch)
8- It was ten o' clock. All the shops-------. (close)
9- He -----his lunch when I arrived. (have)
10-It ------to rain while we ----- cricket. (start,play)
11- I had been working as a teacher for ten years before I ------a lecturer. (become)
12- By the next year, he ---- from the university.(graduate)
13-By the time I finish this course, I ------- ten tests. (take)
14- Going by the weather forecast, it -------- by the time we get into the city. (rain)
15- She------- to London many times. (be)
16- I am sure he ------- us if we ask for it. (help)
17- Great news! they -----just ------ married. (get)
18- After I ------ my work, I went out to play with my friends. (finish)
19- Oh no! My phone's battery is discharged. How ------- I --------- home now? (go)
20- Many people from villages------- cities over the past few years. (enter)
21- By the end of this decade, the earth ------- a huge wasteland. (become)
22- The police --------- that the intruder -------- in through the window. (confirm,creep)
23- I assure you that I -------- care of the matter by the time you --------from your vacation. (take,return)
24- ------- you be -----your paper at today's symposium ? (present)
25- The riot --------even before the police thought of any action plan. (start)
26- Look! The sun --------over the hills. (rise)
27- I ------your house this afternoon. It is on my way home from work. (pass)
28-Did you think you -------me somewhere before? (see)
29- We ------for his call since 4:30. (wait)
30- I --------a lot of work today. (do)

